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Pyongyang, April 29 (KCNA) -- Kim Jong Un, general secretary of the Workers' Party of 

Korea and president of the State Affairs of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, on April 

27 had a meaningful photo session with announcers, journalists, cameramen, editors and other 

workers of the Central Broadcasting Committee of Korea who contributed to broadcasting the 

military parade for celebrating the 90th founding anniversary of the Korean People's 

Revolutionary Army at the highest level. 

He entrusted the workers of the committee with the sacred heavy task of airing to the world 

the historic military parade of the great revolutionary armed forces to be etched in the history of 

the country. As he bestowed all laurels upon them, although he led them step by step to fulfill 

their task with his gifted wisdom and energetic guidance, the participants in the photo session 

hardly repressed their gratitude resulting from their deep reverence for the benevolent father. 

Warmly shaking hands with the workers of the committee cheering in tears of excitement, 

the respected Comrade Kim Jong Un expressed thanks to the committee for successfully 

broadcasting the military parade at the best level as intended by the Party Central Committee. 

Stressing that the responsible historic duty of the TV broadcasting service is to vigorously 

spur fresh change and development in the van of ideological revolution in the new era, he noted 



that the Party Central Committee highly praises the Central Broadcasting Committee of Korea 

for the recent successes in its work. 

Expressing expectations that the workers of the committee will continue to make 

remarkable achievements in playing the important role of informing the world of the authority 

and dignity of the great Party and state and the current of the times in order to make faster 

development of the broadcasting service, always mindful of the trust of the Party and the people, 

he had a photo session with them. 

All the participants, upon receiving such great benevolence from the respected General 

Secretary, were full of strong passion to fulfill their duty as ideological vanguard and buglers of 

the revolution who staunchly champion our great idea, social system and cause.  

 


